Prof. Norton Dies Recently

The Institute recently lost from its faculty a member of long standing, Prof. Norton, head of the Department of Humanities. A native of Missouri, Norton came to Tech in 1893 and spent 46 years in its service. He was active in students' organizations, and its athletic program under Norton's tenure included swimming, basketball, and baseball. Norton was a member of the natural science faculty and administrator for many years, and he was instrumental in the development of the Institute's athletic facilities.

FRESHMAN CAMP SCHEDULE

Friday
4:30 P.M. Assembly at Wallace Memorial to hear for Camp
5:00 Swim
6:00 Supper and announcements
5:15 Introduction of Staff—Dean Lobdell
7:30 Assembly in Friendship Lodge—W. Happel Farrell, '40, Pres. of Corps
9:00 Swim
9:45 Taps

Saturday
7:30 A.M. Revivals; Dpt for them as wants it
7:15 Incentives
7:30 Camp details
8:15 Discussion—Bill Kitcher, "Sky Pilot"
9:15 Preparation of athletics—Victor de la Goulpe, '41
10:00 Camp activities in tents
11:00 Presentation of athletics—Thomas P. Craver, '40
12:00 Camp meetings for athletics
1:00 Noon Swim
2:15 Dpt for them as wants it
2:30 Athletic Program (cont.) Faculty-counselor semi-ballet; exhibitions
3:00 Swim
3:30 Supper and announcements
5:15 Assembly in Conv. Ring
6:00 Field Day—Walter P. Keith, '41
7:15 Arnold Mengel, '41, Franklin Council Chairman
8:15 Club—Wylie Kidderstine, '41
9:15 Endowment House—John Compton, '41
10:00 Assembly in Friendship Lodge
The Mid-Day Incentive—Dr. John W. Chamberlain, '28
2:50 Movie—"Sailing With Jack Wood"
3:00 Counsellors meeting
4:00 Swim

Sunday
7:30 A.M. Revivals, Dpt for them as wants it
8:00 Breakfast and announcements
8:30 Camp details
9:15 Track meet—Coach Oscar Hedlund in charge
9:45 Othello boys' band for Mass
10:30 Discussion—Bill Kirkman
11:15 M. Swim
12:30 Supper and announcements
1:00 Russell Rush, crew, oars, etc.
2:00 Ranger service—Capt. Karl T. Compton
(Continued on Page 5)

New Tech Crew Coach

Robert G. "Rex" Mech, new head crew coach, has been assistant to "Al" as the coach at the University of Washington and was ex-camman of the 1928 Olympic crew. Story on Page 3.

All Tech Smoker On Monday Night For Newcomers

President Karl T. Compton will officially welcome Class of 1943

President Karl T. Compton will formally welcome the entering Class of 1943 at the All-Tech Smoker to be held at 6:30 P.M. this Monday in Wallace Memorial. All new students, both freshmen and transfers, are expected to attend and are invited to bring their fathers and "uncles".

The evening will be the first time the entire entering class will be together and the freshmen treated an opportunity to make many new friends. Over 1,000 people are expected to attend.

Schafer to the Traveleer

Following the meal, President Emeritus, Albert A. Schaefer, of the department of Business and Engineering Administration, will address the freshmen at 7:15, on the evening's proceedings, which will include speeches and announcements. To open the evening, speeches on "Champions in Your Time," and the "Day in the Life of a Student."

Fraternities Announce Rushing Banned at Camp

The Interfraternity Conference announces that no rushing activities will be carried out at Freshman Camp. According to the conference, it has been discovered that those involved will be able to fraternize with those men who are interested in fraternizing and those of the older fraternities will be interested in fraternizing with those men who are interested in fraternizing and those of the older fraternities.

Dorm Frost Fete 200 With Dance

Two hundred freshmen from Science and Radnor have been invited to attend the Freshman Dormitory Dance at Wallace Hall on Friday evening, September 22. The dance, an annual affair, is sponsored by the dormitory committee.
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In a few words of advice that might commend itself for your day. Remember always that the purpose of the camp is to help orient men who have never been here before. There are several587 badly looking around, making friends. In your surroundings make you feel welcome, remember that the other fellow probably feels the same way. You may count on a bold front yourself you will feel at home.

Remember also that the men you are with now will be the classmates of the next four years. Try to get friendly with as many as you can. You may not have them in class if you don't meet them now you never will.

You will hear a great deal about activities at camp. The outstanding activity men of the Institute will tell you about the opportunities for extra-curricular work. Listen to them carefully. For a reasonable amount of outside activities is necessary to round out a complete program. If there are any activities you are particularly interested in ask the upperclassmen about them. Don't be bashful, they are only too glad to oblige.

At all costs and privileges will give you some of the background of Technology—a little of its history and his traditions. Listen carefully, for you know that you will make your stay here more enjoyable.

This weekend at camp and next Monday at the College Diner will be introduced to Technology. Make the most of it so that when classes start you will not be a stranger here.

WHERE TO LIVE

The first problem facing nearly every freshman on his arrival here is where he is going to live during the school year.

Solution: The problem in the case of the average freshman is three in number—Fraternities, Dormitories and Individualism (including boarding houses, apartments, etc.).

These are the solutions, but in the atmosphere of campus this problem is only a problem. In fact, it is the freshman to make a careful selection.

There is a place to live for four years, or even one year, is no light matter. It will not, however, make or break his career here. There are few general rules which he would do well to observe during the next years.

Don't be too quick to move into a fraternity house. First ask yourself, aside from any financial problems, whether or not you want to join any fraternity. Don't talk to non-fraternity men and get their point of view, that is, the dormitory resident or in an apartment has its values.

Don't be too hasty about deciding which fraternity to join, in case you decide on the mode of life.

Remember that the only good reason a fraternity can have for pushing its program is fear of being decimated differently upon looking elsewhere.

Be sure to meet all the men in each fraternity you visit, and particularly ask questions regarding the fraternities and, when you have been informed by the national ranking of any particular house, is the local chapter that you would be interested in.

Above all, before you decide where you are going to live, balance carefully the assets and liabilities of each method of living.

In the fraternities, the freshman will get a swift and pleasant introduction to the social life of the school. The paths into activities will be made open; he will be urged vigorously to get into them. On the other hand, the freshman has after all come here to learn a profession, and he will often find it hard to get down to work, living in a fraternity—by no means impossible, but often difficult. The habits of work formed in the freshman year can easily determine how well the individual will do in the following three years.

The dormitories are convenient to school. They offer a chance for a more individualized environment, and more opportunity for concentrated work. In them the freshman will not have quite as close contact with his classmates nor as many social opportunities as he will find in the fraternities, but both are there for the asking. In recent years, the disciplinary upperclassmen have been eager to take a much greater interest in their freshmen, and have begun vigorously to guide them into activities and out of their dormitories.

Life in either the dormitories or the fraternities is preferable to a boarding house or individualism. The man who lives in a boarding house is largely separated from his classmates and from the life of the school. He is too apt to retire exclusively to his books. That is not a good thing.

But however you decide, you will find this a pretty nice place to be and your classmates will be pretty good eggs.

THE READER SPEAKS

Dear The Tech,

In reply to your recent to send a check, I wish to inform you that the present situation of my bank account makes it difficult for me to perform that last. My sheltered financial condition is due to Federal, WPA, White House, County laws, City laws, Corporation laws, Income laws, Mortgage laws, Brotherhood laws, and other laws.

Through these laws I am compelled to pay a business tax, amusement tax, beef tax, school tax, gas tax, light tax, water tax, parking tax, sales tax, liquor tax, license tax, police tax, good tax, food tax, and many more. Even my brains are taxed. I am required to get a business license, an insurance license, liquor license, to maintain a marriage license and dog license.

I am also required to contribute to every society and organization which the genius of man is capable of bringing to life. To women's relief, the unemployed, the crippled children, relief, the PWA, the DLC, the AAA, the PTA and AFL, and CIA. Also to every Junior Chamber of Commerce in the city including the Red Cross, the Black Cross, the Purple Cross and the double cross.

For my own safety I am required to carry life insurance, property insurance, liability insurance, burglary insurance, accident insurance, business insurance, reinsurance, reinsurance, earthquake insurance, fire insurance, and fire insurance.

My inheritance is in such a way that it is not easy for me to provide money for all who owes me and I am suspected, suspected, suspected, rejected, rejected, rejected, rejected, rejected, inferred, inferred, inferred, inferred. I am required and compelled until I provide an insufficiency of tax for every known estate, before I hope to live the human race.

Simply because I refuse to donate to some other or to support, talked about, abused, pushed, pulled, held down and robbed until I am relieved.

I can tell you honestly, but for the miracle that happened, I could not stand this sheet. The will that comes to my door nowadays just had been paid in my kitchen. I sold them and here in the money. Very yours.

Prof. Norton

(Continued from Page 1)

The Division of Industrial Cooperation, in addition to its administrative duties, Professor Norton has main- ted an active contact with his field of science, in which he made many important contributions.

Developed Fireproofing

The best known work was the development of processes now widely used in the manufacture of asbestos cloth and abases. The use of the latter in the construction of automobile bodies is widely employed.

Among Dr. Norton's other processes are a method of producing metallic magnesium, used extensively during the World War, and a machine for making asbestos brick which has been long and recently replaced many devices.

Provincial Author

Just demand no permission must be obtained from your fifty published papers on a diversified range of subjects and by the battery of a hundred U.S. and foreign patents which have been issued.

Recognition was accorded by at least nine scientific societies, includ- ing the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, both the American Physical and the American Chemical Society, and many others.

His best known work was the de- monstration that the genius of man is capable of doing anything he is capable of doing.
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New Crew Coach Wants Big Turnout

Assistant McMillin Also Rowed In Olympics

Manning, Veteran Rigger, To Be Retained As Assistant

Robert G. Mech, assistant crew coach at the University of Washing-

ton for the past three years and nine- time appointed head crew coach during the Tech's tryout to select the crew for the 1939-40 season.

NEW ASSISTANT COACH

James B. McMillin, who was Washing-
town crew captain.

War Cats Hopes Of Soccer Team

Turkish Star May Have To Return And Join Army In War

War may take its toll, it appears, when Coach Mahlon Stetler calls out the freshman and varsity soccer teams for Fall practice on the Campus field Mon-
day afternoon. Ziya M. Kondos, star-
player on last year's varsity, expects to be called to the colors in his native Tur-
key any day. He will return as soon as the reserves are called out.

The team's chances for this year are virtually nil, even though Coach Stetler is one of the most enthusiastic coaches this year and will have the ability to plan the team's tactics.

Warren F. Halsey, a member of the Tech's track team, is expected to be called up for service in the Army. He will probably be one of the stars of the track team this year.

Announcement... IMPORTANT to FRESHMEN

JOIN the COOP and SAVE Money on Your Purchases

By joining the COOP you become a store-
keeper for yourself, just as if you owned a store of all the stock of the field. This is the only way to make a good grade this year. So come and see us.

Free Delivery Service

President: Karl E. Cushing

COACHES

Basketball Crew Cross Country Track

C. J. Atkinson H. P. McCutcheon

H. J. Mallett T. S. B. Morgan

C. Everly M. A. Weil

Oscar Henderson T. W. Rice

Herbert Ferrall George Miller

Bob W. Madison Peter J. Sosa

Malcolm Goldie Raymond Clark

Jack Summers Robert G. Moch

Sgt. H. F. McDonnell

Army ROTC

Crew

Fort Worth, Texas

Return and Make Your Purchase

The new track field was finished last spring and used for the Boston meet and Spring Invitational Meet last year but the field house was not completed until in the late-
nate years. Lockers in it may not be available at the Super-
toctor's office.

Change Proposed In Football Rules

Packer Bennet Key tooth football will be played this year as a result of the proposed revision of playing rules. This innovation is expected to make for a more exciting game, and the game is likely to be played with more skill and better team work.

To further increase the speed of the game, the number of men on the line of scrimmage is to be reduced from nine to six. In the past the rules were similar to those of regular football, with the exception of the line of scrimmage, and the new rules will be played this year as a result of the proposed revision of playing rules.
Frosh Camp Schedule

10:00

6:45 A.M. Reveille, Dip

5:30

Swim

3:30

3:30 P.M. Departure for Freshman Camp -- Steps of Walker Hall

3:00

Doughnuts will be served.

P.M. All Tech Smoker -- Walker Memorial, Main Hall

Monday, September 25

2:30 P.M. Counsellors' meeting

6:30

Counsellors' meeting

6:00

Departure for Cambridge in time for registration & Breakfast and announcements

Friday, September 22

3:00

Inter Fraternity Conference -- J. Herbert Holloman, '40

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 25

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 22

All-Dean Memorial -- 21 Main St., Falmouth, Norway and St. Paul St.'s

Monday, September 25

Wednesday-morning meetings at 7:30, which include testimonial services of the paper. Cider and

Reading Rooms - Free to the Public, Boylston Street, Berkeley Floor, 60 opp. Milk St., en-

IOT

ELIOT FLOWER SHOP

1080 Boylston Street

Convenience to Fensery Men

Museum in Friendship Lodge -- Carthas Oscar Holland and Dick Mack

Counsellors' meeting

Soccer

Soccer - Walker Field

Museum - Meeting - Briggs Field.